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Regional Finance Business Partner 
South East       £Excellent 

 
I am working with a world leader within the recycling sector who have a role available for an 
experienced Finance professional who will act as a key Business Partner, collating and 
analysing information to support and challenge operational, commercial and logistics 
business decisions. You will provide systems training for ops, logistics & commercial teams. 
Linking with business analysts to implement actions via the regional teams and maximise 
performance. Some of your responsibilities will be but not limited to;- Assist in the training 
and ongoing support of all regional staff, including managers, depot admin and commercial 
admin and logistics staff; Daily operations reports: checking margin transactions, 
confirmations, any other margin transactions, this includes dealing with depot, commercial 
and logistics managers and checking and querying daily ops reports across divisions; Stock & 
cash reconciliation; Month end journals; Month end reporting - producing management 
account reports at a depot, area and regional level for operations, commercial and logistics 
departments; Budgets and forecasting - including asset replacement programme; Proactive 
approach to continuous improvement within all aspects of the role in conjunction with the 
Business Improvement Team. In order to be considered for this role you will have/be; CIMA 
qualified; Able to form positive relationships with Executive, Senior and Depot Management; 
Ability to maintain a high level of accuracy in preparing and entering financial information; 
Excellent presentation skills; Strong data analysis skills; Attention to detail and high level of 
accuracy; Strong experience in data analysis and manipulation; Flexible and resilient, and 
able to adjust to the demands of the business; Hands-on attitude, if necessary, with strong, 
competent execution of tasks; Straight-talking and a predisposition against organisational 
politics; Team player with strong local focus, but an appreciation of the wider national and 
global business needs.

 
 

For full details, please email a copy of your CV to rebecca@Candovergreen.com 
quoting job ref: RB2617 

 

 

 


